
Response to Referee 2 

We would like to thank the referee for the time and effort put into reviewing the manuscript. This response 

carefully addresses all the comments. Where applicable, changes are proposed to the manuscript accordingly. 

Following the guidelines of the NHESS Editorial Board, the revised manuscript was not prepared at this point. 

 

General comments: - This paper is very interesting for the flood risk community. 

- Title: The title could be more attractive. What accuracy will be improved? Accuracy of damage estimates? 

We agree, and propose the following new title: 

Multi-model ensembles for assessment of flood losses and associated uncertainty 

 

- Abstract: The abstract could be formulated even more concrete and to the point. In addition, I miss here the view 

of the concrete result of the paper. The abstract is very general. That could make you more attractive. 

We agree, and propose the following changes accordingly (marked up for clarity): 

Flood loss modelling is a crucial part of risk assessments. However, it is subject to large uncertainty that is often 

neglected. Most models available in the literature are deterministic, providing only single point estimates of flood 

loss, and large disparities tend to exist among them. Adopting any one such model in a risk assessment context is 

likely to lead to inaccurate loss estimates and sub-optimal decision-making. In this paper, we propose the use of 

multi-model ensembles to address thesesuch issues. This approach, which has been applied successfully in other 

scientific fields, is based on the combination of different model outputs with the aim of improving the skill and 

usefulness of predictions. We first propose a model rating framework to support ensemble construction, based on 

a probability tree of model properties, which establishes relative degrees of belief between candidate models.  

Using twenty flood loss models in two test cases, we then construct numerous multi-model ensembles, based both 

on the rating framework and on a stochastic method, differing in terms of participating members, ensemble size 

and model weights. We evaluate the performance of ensemble means, as well as their probabilistic skill and 

reliability. Our results demonstrate that well-designed multi-model ensembles represent a pragmatic 

approachUsing twenty flood loss models in two test cases, we demonstrate that multi-model ensembles can be a 

simple and pragmatic way to consistently obtain more accurate flood loss estimates and reliable probability 

distributions of model uncertainty. We also discuss how such ensembles can be constructed.  

 

- What I miss completely is the explanation of how the 20 models were applied to the areas: 

* Which adjustments had to be made in the model or in the dataset (resolution, aggregation of land use)? 

* Which assumptions had to be made? 

* What land use data was used for Italy? 

* One should contrast the input variables for both cases in a table. 



* Can one compare both cases without hesitation or do the input data / assumptions differ too much? 

I do not see this kind of discussion in the paper. 

- Section 2.2 provides a concise description of all relevant features of the hazard and exposure datasets used in this 

study. No adjustments are required in order to use these datasets for model application. The data they contain, 

shown in detail in Tables II and IV, are directly used as input to the vulnerability models, which establish a relation 

between those data and loss amounts.  

- In cases where vulnerability models do not use some of the available hazard or exposure variables as explanatory 

variables, the unused variables are just not considered. For clarity, this will be mentioned explicitly in the 

manuscript. A description of how vulnerability models were applied is available at P4 L1-2, but we agree that this 

should be more informative. Accordingly, the sentence “In the estimation of losses for each asset, the best-

matching function from each model is adopted.” will be expanded in the revised manuscript.  

- In the Italian case study, the exposure dataset contains spatially explicit residential buildings, which are directly 

used for the loss estimation. No additional land use data was necessary. 

- Following the referee’s suggestion, we will merge Tables II and IV. 

- The hazard and exposure datasets contain slightly different information, as shown in Table II and IV (which will 

be merged). This has relevance essentially from the perspective of how certain vulnerability models are applied, 

for example when specific input data for certain vulnerability models are not available (e.g. what value to consider 

for flood velocity in the Mulde case, where only an indicator is available?). In the revised manuscript, we will 

include additional explanations on this matter. 

 

- There is no representation of the damage estimates of the models. How are the different locations considered in 

the results of the damage models? Why does one model give good results for Germany and bad ones for Italy? In 

my opinion, there is no detailed discussion of the damage estimates and the model results. 

The damage estimates given by each model are included as supplementary material (https://www.nat-hazards-

earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/nhess-2017-349/nhess-2017-349-supplement.zip). It is not straightforward (or in most 

cases possible at all) to assess why one model gives good results for one location and bad results for another. This 

is part of the rationale behind the use of ensembles: if one could always know beforehand which model would 

perform best in a certain application, we could simply use that model instead. Therefore, we believe that a detailed 

discussion of the individual model performances is out of scope of this manuscript. We provide a detailed 

discussion of the ensemble performance in Section 3.2, which includes some discussion on individual models from 

P8 L34 to P9 L6. Aspects related with individual model performance are also addressed in the Introduction, which 

discusses issues such as model transferability, selection and uncertainty.  

  

Specific comments: - Please see the attached file. 

We agree with all the comments related with writing style, and in the revised manuscript will make corrections 

accordingly. Other specific comments are addressed below. 

https://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/nhess-2017-349/nhess-2017-349-supplement.zip
https://www.nat-hazards-earth-syst-sci-discuss.net/nhess-2017-349/nhess-2017-349-supplement.zip


 

P3 L3: You are using this wording (optimal decision-making) quite often. You should clearify what you mean by 

this. 

We propose to add the following sentence at P2 L31:  

“Such estimates are unable to meet the decision needs of different stakeholders, who may have differing risk 

attitudes or cost-benefit ratios for precautionary measures (Merz and Thieken, 2009).” 

 

P4 L31: from whom? 

This is an official loss estimate provided in the report referenced in next sentence (Regione del Veneto, 2011b). 

 

P5 L19: Explain the data needed for the models (e.g. with a table), their boundary conditions and their uncertainty 

/ complexity. 

In Table I, we have included all relevant information related with the use of the flood loss models in the scope of 

this study. This table explicitly shows the variables used by each model. Additional information may be consulted 

in the manuscript by Gerl et al. (2016), which is properly referenced in the manuscript. In P3 L28, we clearly state 

that all 20 models are deterministic (therefore, they do not provide uncertainty estimates). 

 

P6 L34: what are properties 1 and 2? 

These refer to Figure 3. This will be emphasized in this sentence to aid clarity. 

 

P10 L16: Please use formulas to explain the probabilistic method more clearly. 

Presumably, this comment refers to the Continuous Ranked Probability Score. The formula to calculate this 

evaluation metric will be added to the revised manuscript. 

 

P11 L21: What is the value of n? 

n = 296. We will add this information in the revised manuscript. 

 

P13 L6-13: In this section the discussion part is too short. Please rename the chapter into "discussion and 

conclusions" and discuss the pros and cons more comprehensively.  

The manuscript is structured such that all the results are discussed after they are presented, rather than in a separate 

section at the end. In particular, Section 3 follows a line of thought where the justification for each step of our 

study is made clearer after the previous step has been presented, applied, and discussed. We strongly believe that 

this logic for the paper structure aids readability, and therefore propose to keep it (with the improvements proposed 



in the response to Referee 1). We will improve specific aspects of the discussion in Section 3, in particular related 

with the number of adopted models.  

 

Figures 1 and 2: Add a small map with the location of the catchment in Europe. 

This will be added in the revised manuscript. 


